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Abstract
It is a natural predisposition of humans to respond to the rhythmical qualities of music. Now,
we turn the setting around: The music responds to the user’s behavior. So-called ‘reactive
music’ is a non-linear format of music that is able to react to the listener and her or his
environment in real-time. Giant Steps is an iPhone application that implements such reactive
music in correspondence to a jogger’s movements and the sounds in her or his environment.
We hope that our approach contributes to a better understanding of ‘machine to user’
adaption, and to mobile sports applications in particular.
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1 Introduction
Since its beginning in the 1990’s [12], the goal of research in context-aware computing was to
develop machines that intelligently adapt to people – be it their characteristics and/or their
behavior. However, should machines perfectly adapt to people? Or are people better off if they
adapt to the machine? And is there actually a general answer to these questions? Or do the
effects of machine reaction and preferences for or against it depend on individuals’ situational
context or their personal preferences? We want to investigate these higher-level questions by
looking concretely into the effects that reactive music has on people.
Music is one of the best-researched examples, where humans intrinsically adapt to the
presets: The natural predisposition of humans to respond to the rhythmical qualities of music
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has long been acknowledged [6]. With reactive music, we turn the setting around: The music
responds to the user’s behavior.
A particular setting, which we are interested in, is listening to music while jogging. Here, the
use of music is a common approach for regulating pace and motivation [4].

2 Related Work
Music is omnipresent. It is not only listened to for entertainment, but also frequently deployed
for certain purposes that are as versatile as for pacification or to stimulate buying behavior in
supermarkets. In the domain of sports, music has long been considered a motivational tool
[5].
Commercial products and research prototypes have been developed using music to motivate
individuals when walking, jogging, or running. The Nike/iPod Run [1] is an MP3 player that
does not only play music, but tracks an individual’s exercise performance. In particular
intervals the music stops and the user’s progress (speed and distance) is reported verbally,
such that she or he is able to monitor the performance on the go without looking on the device.
MPTrain [10] is a device that monitors heart rate and speed. Depending on these parameters,
the tool selects music with a particular tempo to encourage the user to slow down, speed up,
or keep pace. DJogger [2] calculates a runner’s pace and adjusts the musical soundtrack
accordingly by selecting a song with appropriate beats per minute (BPM) and/or by adjusting
the BPM of the current track to suggest the desired pace.

3 Reactive Music
Reactive music is a non-linear format of music that is able to react to the listener and her or
his environment in real-time [9]. Instead of distributing linear sound files to the listener, reactive
music is software that uses input data and transforms it into audible formats for the listener.
This mechanism allows the generated music to adapt to the listener and her or his environment
by using, for instance, the built-in sensors (e.g., camera, microphone, accelerometer) of
mobile devices.
In contrast to existing ‘adaptive music players’ [e.g., 2, 10], reactive music does not select
predefined linear songs from a database based on the user’s behavior (e.g., pace) and/or
adjusts the BPM (as far as technically possible such that the song is still okay to listen to).
Instead, reactive music is generated in real-time.

4 Giant Steps
In order to use reactive music while jogging, the audio interface has to suit a mobile, outdoor
setting. It is important that it is simple (easy to use), lightweight, and allows users to focus on
their visual environment [8]. While jogging could also be performed using a treadmill, we
decided for a mobile, wearable system because ride rate is determined by treadmill velocity
[3].
In contrast to existing setups, where prototype devices were specifically built to fit the purpose,
we use a device that is familiar to many people – partly also for listening to music: a
smartphone. A smartphone is mobile, wearable (with the help of an armband), and has a set
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of sensors (e.g., microphone, camera, positioning system, accelerometer, gyroscope,
magnetometer, luxmeter [13]) already integrated into the device. Accordingly, we have
developed a smartphone application called “Giant Steps”, which is described bellow.
In this application, not only user movements trigger a certain music reaction, but also events
in the auditory environment are picked up by the device’s microphone and incorporated in the
music.

4.1 The Application
The Giant Steps application (Figure 1) is an iOS application that runs an interactive music
format for mobile devices, which has been developed by Reality Jockey Ltd. (www.rjdj.me).
Using this technology is its possible to playback music capable of reacting to the listener in
real-time.
The application uses the iPhone’s built-in 3-axis accelerometer to capture the level of a user’s
movements (combining the values of all 3 axes). This data is translated into five different
physical activity levels, where slow walking corresponds to activity level 1 and fast running to
activity level 5. Musical arrangements are structured to react to the respective physical activity
level. Additionally, the accelerometer data is used to compute the jogger’s step frequency.
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Figure 1. Screenshots of the application Giant Steps.

The application is especially designed to fit a scientific experimental setting. For instance, it
includes short questionnaires, which are directly transferred to a secure database, ready for
analysis. Moreover, the application provides further analytics such as logging of session time,
piece of music listened to (including the playtime duration and zapping between pieces),
frequency of steps made per session, average tempo per session, etc.

4.2 Technical Setup and Implementation
The application requires iOS 5 or later on iPhone 3GS (or later), or iPod Touch (3rd generation
or later). We opted for iOS (instead of Android) due to the extensive variation in hardware of
Android devices. The interactive music format used would make it necessary to tailor musical
content to all devices individually, which, of course, is a time- and resource-consuming
process.
The technical setup consists of an iPhone or iPod Touch, headphones or earphones, and an
armband (Figure 2). The device is worn on the arm (Figure 3) because the accelerator
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measurements were found to be more precise than when worn, for instance, in a pocket.
Furthermore, it allows the users to move their arms freely while jogging.

Figure 2. Technical setup.

During a jogging session (20 minutes), generated data is stored on the device. After having
completed the 5-question post-jogging questionnaire, the application automatically transmits
all generated data in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) wirelessly via wireless local area
network (WLAN) or over a 3rd Generation (3G) network to a server.

4.3 Music Implementation
What makes the music for this experiment different from conventional recorded music is the
fact that it is the music itself (and not the playlist) that is being affected in real-time by the
jogger. Owing to this, musical content for the Giant Steps application has to be custom made
to be capable of adapting to the physical activity level of the jogger. The varying levels of
physical activity during the course of a run shape the musical arrangements individually for
each jogger.
Instead of linear sound files, music in the Giant Steps application is basically software that
generates the music while listening to it. Thus, it is possible to generate an individual musical
experience that reacts to the physical activity level of the jogger. The production of this type
of software music, which is closely related to generative music, is radically different to
conventional music production. In our case, the music is implemented in the Pure Data digital
signal-processing framework (Figure 4). Pure Data is an open source graphical programming
environment that is widely used by musicians, composers, and sound designers [11].
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Figure 4. Example of Pure Data (Pd) notation.

All music available in the application is composed specifically for a decent jogging experience.
The pieces were composed and implemented in collaboration with the Department of
Composition and Electro-acoustics at the University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna.
Students majoring in Media Composition and Applied Music were asked to compose reactive
music for jogging structured into five levels, which will be triggered by the physical activity
level. In terms of style, the music is intended to cover a variety of musical genres.

5 Experiences
In discussion with experts from the fields of jogging and reactive music and in our own trials
of jogging with early versions of Giant Steps, we could gain fruitful knowledge and experience,
what has to be considered when using the application for jogging purposes. For instance,
there are still performance problems with Pure Data when using Bluetooth headphones. When
wearing the device at the backside, the accelerator does not perform properly. Wearing it on
the arm is therefore to be preferred. Further, we found that Giant Steps is primarily targeted
at casual joggers who enjoy jogging (while listening to music). For competitive runners or
people who prepare for a marathon, the application seems not to be useful in its current form
because professional training sessions adhere to sophisticated schedules of endurance
sessions, sprint, and rest.

6 Relevance to the Research Community
Giant Steps is a novel demonstrator in the area of ubiquitous computing in sports. With this
demonstrator, researchers can learn about machine adaptation in a setting that is typically
known for “human adapts to machine” instead of “machine adapts to user”. It will generate
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results on how people perceive reactive music in a sportive setting. While our demonstrator
utilizes the motivational benefits known from music while jogging, it seems plausible that this
concept can be used in other than sportive contexts. Examples are, fitting music for
concentration, evoking emotions or even in medical settings.

7 Future Work and Discussion
We aim to conduct an experimental, comparative study to measure the effects of adaptation
in contrast to the effects of non-adaptation. Generally, two randomly selected groups of
participants will use the Giant Step application on their devices while jogging. In one
experimental condition, the music adapts to the participant’s movements (activity levels) using
the functionality of the Giant Steps application (reactive music). In the other condition,
participants do not have the reactive music functionality. Instead they have an “autopilot”
version of the very same music as in the first condition. Instead of reacting to the participant,
the music switches between different “modes” of music at random, as pre-defined in an
algorithm. While one group will have reactive music in the first test phase, and non-reactive
music in the second phase, the second group will go through the two conditions in reverse
order. An extensive questionnaire before and after the experimental period as well as a short
questionnaire (~3-5 items) before and after each completed jogging session (within the Giant
Steps application) will generate the data to contribute to answering the questions raised in the
introduction. Additionally, analytics such as frequency of steps, switching behavior between
music pieces, etc. will be captured and analyzed. Essentially, we will analyze the impact of
reactive music on participants’ emotional states [7]. Amongst others, we will control for
personality traits, musical education, taste in music, listening behavior, jogging behavior, etc.
There are still a number of open questions that will be addressed through our ongoing work
and particularly in pretests. First we have to make sure that the switching between music
pieces performs smoothly without lengthy loading times. Second, we will have several test
joggers, who we will interview concerning user perception of adaptivity, fit of music for the
jogging purpose, usability issues, etc.
We believe that our work on Giant Steps can contribute to a better understanding of mobile
media use, and sports applications of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
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